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Abstract
Most past research work on problem subgoal
ordering are of a heuristic nature and very little attempt has been made to reveal the inherent relationship between subgoal ordering constraints and problem operator schemata. As a
result, subgoal ordering strategies which have
been developed tend to be either overly committed, imposing ordering on subgoals subjectively or randomly, or overly restricted, ordering subgoals only after a violation of ordering
constraints becomes explicit during the development of a problem solution or plan. This
paper proposes a new approach characterized
by a formal representation of subgoal ordering
constraints which makes explicit the relationship between the constraints and the problem
operator schemata. Following this approach, it
becomes straightforward to categorize various
types of subgoal ordering constraints, to manipulate or extend the relational representation of
the constraints, to systematically detect important subgoal ordering constraints from problem
specifications, and to apply the detected constraints to multiple problem instances.

1

Introduction

Subgoal ordering plays such an important role in planning and problem solving that a great amount of research has been dedicated to detecting subgoal ordering constraints and applying the constraints to problem
space search control [Chapman, 1987, Dawson and Siklossy, 1977, Ernst and Goldstein, 1982, Sacerdoti, 1974,
Sacerdoti, 1975, Sacerdoti, 1977, Tate, 1975, Waldinger,
1981, Warren, 1974]. However, most of the reported
approaches are heuristic and the subgoal ordering constraints are not well-defined. Further, very little attempt
has been made to reveal the inherent relationship between subgoal ordering constraints and problem operator schemata. Chapman [1987] was the first who gave
a formal account to the subgoal ordering problem, but
he has not addressed the relationship between ordering
constraints and problem operator schemata. Ernst and
Goldstein [1982] tried to elucidate the relationship between ordering constraints and problem operators, but

their approach requires the use of instances of problem
operator schemata and cannot guarantee the correctness of the generated ordering of subgoals in general
(see [Irani and Cheng, 1987]). Consequently, subgoal
ordering strategies previously developed tend to be either overly committed, imposing ordering on subgoals
subjectively or randomly, or overly restricted, ordering
subgoals only after a violation of ordering constraints
becomes explicit during the development of a problem
solution or plan.
In our research, an approach is developed to explicitly
represent subgoal ordering constraints. Based on this
representation, procedures are then constructed to systematically detect the constraints. This approach makes
it possible to detect ordering constraints without getting
involved in planning or problem solving.
Our approach proves to be advantageous in that once
a representation for a class of constraints is constructed,
its properties can be studied and the representation can
be manipulated to extend its generality or to produce
formulations for new types of constraints. Another advantage of our approach over the old ones is that much
time formerly devoted to detecting violations of constraints and ordering/reordering partial problem solutions or plans can now be saved. The constraints can be
derived from problem specifications via reasoning and
henceforth, problem subgoals can be properly ordered
even before problem solving or planning. Finally, constraints among a group of problem subgoals, once derived, can be stored and applied to multiple problems
as long as they share the same problem operators and
involve at least these subgoals. The complexity of the
approach is measured to be polynomial with respect to
the number of subgoals involved, with the assumption
that in any rule schema, all that is implied by the preconditions or the postconditions is explicitly represented.
In [Irani and Cheng, 1987], our initial results in subgoal ordering have been reported. In this paper, we
present an extension to our previous work. The paper
is organized as follows. First, an extended representation schema for subgoal ordering constraints is defined.
The features of the represented constraints are then discussed. A method to reduce the complexity of constraint
detection is described and then several procedures for
detecting such constraints are presented. Finally, an example is used to further illustrate this approach.
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2

Representing Subgoal Ordering
Constraints

In this section, basic notations used in the paper are
introduced, the initial results of our research reported in
[Irani and Cheng, 1987] are briefly reviewed, and then
an extended schema for representing subgoal ordering
constraints is presented.
2.1

Notations

To represent subgoal ordering constraints, three components of a problem model are needed, namely, a state
space, a set of problem operators and a goal specification. It is assumed that each state is represented by a
conjunction of propositions. G is a conjunction of literals each of which is a subgoal. W i t h this restriction,
the goal G can be equivalently represented as a set of
subgoal literals.
In this paper, s is a symbol representing a state. T
(with a suitable subscript) denotes a problem operator
which transforms one state into another, preck and postk
are the precondition formula and postcondition formula
respectively of operator Tk. Sf stands for a subset of
states in which predicate formula / holds true. g (with
a suitable subscript) denotes a subgoal. A problem solution is a sequence of states, (S1 S2, Sn), where sl
is an initial state and sn is the first state that satisfies
the goal condition. We say "a subgoal g is achieved at
the m-th step of a solution (s\,S2, ..,sn) if s, € Sg for
m
< i < n and if m > 1 then s m _ i € Sg. g is said to be
trivially achieved in a solution if m = 1. We say "a subgoal gi precedes a subgoal gj in a solution (si, S2, ••-, Sn)"
if gi(gj) is achieved at the rni(rri2)-th step of the solution
and mi < m 2 2.2

Review

In our previous paper [Irani and Cheng, 1987] , a binary relation <* over a set of subgoals G was defined.
This relation was then proved to be a formal characterization of a type of strong ordering constraints among
the subgoals, namely, the constraint that a subgoal gi
must precede another subgoal gj in all problem solutions
in which both art non-trivially achieved. In later discussion, this type of constraints will be referred to as the
constraints of type < * .
As demonstrated in our earlier work, the relational
representation of problem subgoal ordering constraints
facilitated the development of procedures for systematically detecting the constraints. Furthermore, the representation reveals that there exists a generic relationship
between subgoal ordering constraints and a problem operator schema. Therefore, it is possible to detect a class
of ordering constraints among subgoals without getting
involved in problem solving or planning processes.
The relation < * , however, has two weaknesses. First,
the relation is binary, so only pairs of subgoals are examined for the detection of ordering constraints. In
this way, the relation cannot be used to identify a constraint among two subgoals if that constraint is dependent on the coexistence of other subgoals. For example, let three subgoals be defined for a robot planning
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problem. T h e first subgoal is for the robot to place
a block, b1, next to another block, b2. T h e second
subgoal is for b1 to be in roorni and the t h i r d is for
the robot to be in another r o o m , say, roorri2.
It is
obvious t h a t the robot has to achieve Nextto(1,62)
before it achieves Inroom(robot,r001712).
However, <
Nextto(b\, 62), lnroom(robot, roorri2) > is not in the relation < * , because in this case, the ordering constraints
can be identified only when all the three subgoals are
taken into consideration.
Another weakness of the relation <* is t h a t in order
to detect ordering constraints ahead of planning or problem solving, every pair of subgoals has to be screened.
This is not very economical because constraints often
exist among only a few problem subgoals. These weaknesses of the previous approach motivated us to extend
the representation of subgoal ordering constraints to circumvent the l i m i t a t i o n s while preserving the declarative
feature and the simplicity of relation < * .
2.3

Extension

T h e extension to the constraint representation is basically to let more subgoals be considered simultaneously
for the detection of constraints. T h i s extension should
not only make it possible to detect constraints among
pairs of subgoals t h a t are dependent on the coexistence
of other subgoals, but also pave the way for an efficient
top-down approach in detecting subgoal ordering constraints. In the following, we define a relation - < + . Here,
{gk,} and {gh } represent sets of a r b i t r a r y subgoals and
Atpjb, represents the conjunction of the elements of { G K } .
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We state w i t h o u t proof the following theorem:
T h e o r e m 2 The

relation

exists and is unique.

We are only interested in the relation C G as defined
in definition 3. The following theorem shows that the
relation CG can be obtained f r o m
Theorem 3
Taking as an example the simple robot planning problem we used in section 2.2, we can derive the following:

3.2

GENCON

and

GENC0N2

In this section,
two recursive procedures called
GENCON and GENCON2 are described.
GENCON
is the main procedure which generates
for a
given goal G.
GENCON2 is called by GENCON.
Another procedure, ONECON, which is a called by
both GENCON and GENCON2, detects a
relation
among a set of subgoals, if any. ON ECON is described
in the next section. The parameters GS and .
for
GENCON are initially set to G and
respectively.

\

GENCON2 is a procedure called by GENCON. It is
used to generate all the
constraints among subgoals
of GS
w i t h the knowledge that
cannot precede
any of the subgoals in GS.
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Figure 2: Subgoal Ordering Constraints
Procedure:
I n p u t : GS
Output: C

ONECON{GS,C)
a set of subgoals;
a member of
over

4
2GS.

fail —
For each problem operator schema
do:
Begin {For
}
For each b i n d i n g
of post w i t h GS do

An Example

In this section, we use a simple robot planning example to illustrate our approach. T h e problem involves one
r o b o t , four blocks, six rooms and five doors. The problem operators are chosen f r o m those used by Sacerdoti
[1974]. T h e names of these operators are.
GOTOB
,
PUSHB
PUSHD
CLOSE(dx),
GOTHRUDR
and
PUSHTHRUDR
T h e specifications for
these operators are not listed here because of space res t r i c t i o n . A possible goal state is shown in Figure 1 and
the problem subgoals comprising the problem goal are
given as follows:

Based on the assumption made on problem operator
representation, the complexity of ONEGON is linear in
T h e upper bound for the worst case complexity of
GEN CON is then 0 ( n 3 ) .
An example of a problem constraint is: no problem object
can ever reside in two rooms simultaneously .

From
the constraint graph can be generated as
shown in figure 2. In the figure, a directed arc represents the constraint t h a t the subgoal in the source node
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must precede the subgoal in the destination node for this
problem.

5

Conclusion

The main issue brought up by this research is that an
explicit representation of subgoal ordering constraints
can greatly facilitate the development of subgoal ordering strategies. The representation makes it clear what
type of constraints one is dealing with and how the constraints can be detected by analyzing problem specification. Based on that representation, many generic properties of the constraints can be easily inferred. Furthermore, the representation helps one to understand the
capabilities of the subgoal ordering approaches.
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